
Session WC14 Checklist

TARGET CHECKLIST Version 1
Protocol or target pool: Wikimedia Judge Matching
Target Number: 14
Today June 4, 2019
Time when making checklist 8:00 PM

CHECKLIST

Main element(s) of emphasis/importance: 
1. Black very hard almost stone surfaces, one floor, and one wall on the left which is tilted at an 
angle and not in the vertical plane. 
2. Black box element on the floor, it has got a raised square edge. 
3. Black arch shape along the floor, has got a white border along its back. 
4. Red diffuse shape, is elevated up a bit from the floor, also has a white border along its back end. 
5. Dark blue in the near background, not indicated to be water or to not be water, just blue. 
6. Green which is on top of the blue in the background, is not tall enough to be tall trees. 
7. Blue sphere ball in the air, its walls burst open and are not solid rigid proper walls, its contents 
seem to be falling out of it on the bottom, the blue ball also has a white border along its back (in 
drawing top) end. 
8. Yellow arch across above the blue surface but it falls down to be along the horisontal plane 
against the top of the blue surface. 

Lifeform a) human, b) animal: NO



Describe: 

Plantlife: YES
Larger trees or smaller plantlife: Low brush or low trees. 
Describe: In the near background at the flat blue element. 

Significant water: POSSIBLY
Describe: If the flat blue in the near background is water, but nothing has confirmed it to be water, 
but that is a maybe, so we cannot assume it to be anything that was not confirmed. 

Sun or lamp: NO
Describe shape, size, altitude, placement, significance: 

Motion: NO
Describe: 
Activity/Behavior: NO
Describe: 

Large building or construction: Only the tall dark or black wall. 
Describe: It is at an angle on the left side, which connects to the floor of the same black or dark gray 
color. 

Significant small items and how many: YES
Describe each: 
1. Black box on the floor with the raised edge, the raised edge often turns out to be the curved arch 
shape of the black that is drawn behind it on the floor on the right side of it. 
2. Red element. 
3. Yellow arch could be an item or it could be light or color not sure. 
4. Blue ball but it has no set boundaries so cannot be a solid item. 

Vehicles (eg. boat, airplane, bicycle, train): NO?
Describe: Unless the three lobes that connect, the blue, red, and black, make out some kind of 
carneval ride, then no vehicles were detected. 

Describe floor/ground: Very hard, dense, black, solid, sturdy, thick. 

Indoors or outdoors or both: Outdoors. 

Main elevation(s) emphasized a) below ground, b) ground, c) above ground, d) high up in sky: We 
are mostly on the ground, but the red element and blue ball element are up above the floor, also 
the wall on the left reaches a bit up but is connected to the floor on its lowest border. 

Primarily a) nature/natural, b) manmade, c) artificial: Nature and manmade. The ground and wall, 
box, blue in near background, green if trees, could be nature. The red element and blue ball element 
and those arches with white borders at their backs suggest something manmade. Also the box if so 
symmetrical would be a manmade object. 

Describe the overall target site area: We are at some black floor and tall wall which are hard and 
dense and dark, and there are those interesting colored lobes nearby which seem to connect to 



each other. There might be a water in the near background, and some green plantlife on the surface 
of that blue surface. 

Describe surroundings outside of target site: Not probed for
Probable location on world map: Not probed for

Emotions, ambience, feeling: NONE

Significance and meaning of target: A place with hard floor and wall that is leaning away, and those 
interesting curve or arch shapes here and there and colored lobes that connect, plantlife and 
possibly water in the near background, the yellow arch could be a light or also part of the arches of 
structures found here. 

What I think the target is, 
1) Centered around the structure that is those connected colored lobes, some sort of ornament or 
other manmade constructed system. 
2) A site in nature with black rock floor and leaning wall but with that interesting lobes system found 
here on a symbol somewhere. 
3) Artificial decorative picture or item. 

Summary or additional explanations: Look first for those dark floor and leaning wall and box with 
raised edges around its top four sides. Then the obvious and recurring colored lobes. There might be 
a water with low-growing plants on the water surface nearby. No motion was detected, no 
emotions or intentions, no humans or other lifeforms, no temperature, no purpose or significance 
was deciphered. 

8:12 PM End checklist notes. 


